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1 Context and Problem

The runtime qualities of application systems—e.g.,
performance, reliability, and resilience—directly in-
fluence companies’ business success. Over the last
few years, corresponding analysis measures such as
load tests, resilience tests, and monitoring have be-
come widespread in practice, and mature commercial
and open-source tools have been developed. However,
these measures are all at the technical level and not in-
terpreted at the (business) domain level. At the same
time, software architecture and software development
approaches such as Domain-driven Design (DDD) [1],
which are becoming increasingly widespread, essen-
tially do not consider runtime quality concerns despite
their criticality.

2 Objective

With the dqualizer approach [9], we envision closing
the gap between the domain-specificity of application
systems and the (technical) measures and findings of
quality assurance utilizing a domain-centric approach.
Domain experts’ questions are mapped to technical,
executable tests. Vice versa, dqualizer translates the
analysis results into a representation understandable
for domain experts. The approach integrates means
to model and monitor runtime quality metrics into
DDD-based techniques, e.g., Domain Storytelling [5],
that enable domain experts to describe domain-centric
runtime quality concerns. Subsequently, the dqualizer
approach intends to gather the relevant metrics with
open-source tools and aggregate the analysis results
on the domain level.

3 Method

For this purpose, we integrate means to model and
monitor runtime quality metrics into DDD-based
techniques that enable domain experts to describe
domain-centric runtime quality concerns. As a first
step, we extended an existing editor [13] for Domain
Stories [5] to support the annotation of domain el-
ements to specify Runtime Quality Analysis (RQA)
tests. We base the format of the required data on

a well-known quality scenario format [4] and use ter-
minology and explanations suitable for non-technical
stakeholders. We derive the RQA test inputs from
the established load testing tool JMeter [3] and the
resilience engineering tool Chaos Toolkit [7]. The ed-
itor prototype presents RQA results in a text-based
report similar to the work by Okanović et al. [2].

We conducted a qualitative user study in which
four domain experts from industry had to solve four
tasks on a modified cinema application example [5].
The participants’ performance in solving the tasks and
feedback provided in a questionnaire indicate that do-
main experts are able to specify RQA tests using our
approach. However, the usability of the editor still
needs to be improved.

Based on the experiences and lessons learned, we
implemented a new modeler specifically for specify-
ing RQAs. Further, we implemented early versions
of the core components of the dqualizer approach.
These components comprise (1) a modeler for defin-
ing mappings between domain story elements and
OpenAPI specifications [12], (2) a transformation ser-
vice that translates the domain-level RQAs into tech-
nical RQAs, (3) an engine for executing these techni-
cal RQAs as k6 [11] load tests, and (4) a Grafana [10]
dashboard for presenting the results. Thus, in the cur-
rent state of the approach, we are able to specify and
execute simple load tests using Domain Stories.

4 Result

Our preliminary results comprise the prototypical ex-
tension of the Domain Story modeler Egon.io [13] for
specifying load and resilience tests and reporting test
results. We gathered feedback from domain experts
and lessons learned in a qualitative user study. De-
spite the editor’s limitations regarding functionality
and usability, the feedback indicated that domain ex-
perts are able to model RQAs. Finally, our results
also comprise the prototype of the dqualizer approach
as a whole, focusing on conducting load tests.



5 Talk Outline and Additional Re-
sources

We already presented our vision of the dqualizer ap-
proach at SSP ’22 [6]. In this presentation, we will
focus on the concrete realization of the approach for
load testing using Domain Storytelling. In particular,
we will present our preliminary results and lessons
learned from developing the extended domain story
modeler and conducting the qualitative user study
as already presented in another publication [9]. In
addition, we will showcase the current state of the
dqualizer tooling for conducting load tests using do-
main stories. The dqualizer approach is publicly avail-
able [8].
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